Characterization of fractured surfaces is of interest to forensic scientists because the measurements can be used to investigate if two fractured surfaces have originated from a single common item, thus allowing the scientists to reconstruct shattered objects and structures. Fracture surfaces of object fragments that failed in tension under load or were torn apart because of explosive forces will have essentially matching surfaces. This paper presents an inexpensive technique for constructing a digital image of a three dimensional surface via two dimensional slices of very small objects using shadow profilometry. This method preserves minor details so that measurements can be made to characterize each surface and calculate the likelihood that the two surfaces were disjointed. Samples were created by using a load frame to pull apart round, square, and rectangular rods of various materials, such as high and low carbon steel, aluminium, brass, and copper. Other samples were created by blasting. Various methods and algorithms utilizing optical microscopy, shadow profilometry, and digital image processing were developed to characterize two fracture surfaces to determine if they originated from a single common object.
Introduction

Matching disjointed surfaces
Following disasters caused by explosions or other violent crashes, investigators try to re-assemble original structures from pieces of ripped metal to aid in the determination of the cause of the disaster. Typically there are large numbers of fragments involved in the reconstruction, and not all can be easily fitted together. In many cases it is not possible to determine whether two objects fit together or not. Material failure tends to be somewhat plastic rather than perfectly brittle, making the task more difficult. However, fractured surfaces will match at least on the micro level, in a probabilistic sense.
Surface characterization is inherently 3-dimensional in nature. Intuitively, the identifiable features of a surface include its pits, peaks, scraps and so forth. Characterization of a surface requires measuring its texture or roughness so that its discrete features can be better defined.
Profilometry methods
Profilometry is a method of using some means to create a cross-section of a surface or surface profile. Mechanical profilometry is a time honoured method of measuring surface profiles, but is increasingly difficult to do on very small surfaces. LADAR is (LAser Detection and Ranging) is new technology that can accurately map surfaces, but requires very expensive equipment, and still has limitations on the size of surfaces that can be scanned [2, 3] .
Shadow profilometry is the most efficient and scale independent method available for 3-D characterization [1] .
Shadow profilometry is a technique in which an edge of light/shadow is used to trace a surface profile. Multiple profiles produced by moving laterally across a fragment can be used to create a 3-D surface. The principle is that if one creates a plane of light or shadow and intersects it with an undulating surface at an angle of 45º, then the resultant line of intersection follows the topography of the surface and creates a linear profile. To understand this technique better, consider the shadow cast by straight edge on a surface. If the surface is flat then the edge of the shadow will remain straight, but if the surface has an irregularity, such as a divot, the shadow's edge will have a corresponding curve. Deeper divots will result in more pronounced curvature in the shadow.
A demonstration of a shadow edge is given in Fig. 1 . Historically, this principle is put forth by the Schmaltz microscope [4] . It has been used in the mining industry to measure the roughness of rock surfaces to predict their frictional resistance to shearing movement [1] . The particular focus of this investigation is to extend this method to a smaller scale (roughness amplitudes of less than 0.1 mm) suitable for forensic analysis.
The same principle can be exploited using laser striping [5, 6] . Multiple laser lines can be used to get better coverage on the surface (Fig. 2 ). However, laser lines have a finite width, and because of laser speckle, cannot be used at small scales (measuring amplitudes of less than 2 mm). Profiles produced by shadow edges on the other hand enjoy a certain degree of scale invariance and can be used on very small objects.
Although the shadow edge can only reveal one profile at a time, multiple profiles can be generated by moving the shadow across the surface while acquiring successively images. These images can be combined to create a 3-D surface reconstruction and viewed as a wireframe approximation of a surface.
Surface reconstruction
Surfaces have been reconstructed in other settings from specific shadow data, such as looking at the shapes of shadows cast by the surface [7] , or from the movement of shadows as a light follows a known trajectory above the object [8] and from around the object [9] . Research has also gone into reconstructing surfaces from contours in a family of cross-sectional images [10] . These research projects have had a wide range of success in generating the overall shape and large features of an object, have had little to no success in reconstructing the small-scale, fine features (roughness) of these objects. These minor features play a significant role in roughness calculations and thereby in determining whether two pieces fit together.
Figure 2:
Example of profiling of a prepared concrete surface using laser striping hardware [5, 6] .
System hardware
This system was developed with inexpensive off-the-shelf hardware, and is shown in Figure 3 . A sample holder is used to secure the samples. It is mounted on a linear stage, set on top of a scissor jack for up and down movement. A manually adjustable tilt stage is added to help with levelling the sample. The shadow profile is achieved by using a fibre optic line light guide and a straightedge (black painted razor blade), mounted in a custom-designed bracket ( Figure 4 ). The bracket holds the light at a 45 degree angle, and the shadow edge generator at an appropriate position and orientation. The light guide has a fibre optic tube which goes back to a variable intensity light source. The straightedge must be lowered as closely to the sample surface as possible to create a crisp shadow edge. A light baffle is added to prevent diffuse reflected light from weakening the shadow edge. Figure 5 shows an example of a shadow edge profile, with and without the addition of the light baffle.
For imaging, a microscope, a camera, and a computer are required. The microscope selected is an Infinity Infivar continuous focus system that could resolve down to a field of about 0.2 mm. A Sony XCD-SX900 monochrome camera is used because of it high resolution and square pixels (1280 by 960), its non-interlaced (progressive scan) image, and its digital interface (firewire) that negates the need for digitizing hardware and software. The computer for this system is a Sony Vaio laptop computer. It is used because it has firewire input capability. 
System software
Software was developed to move the stage (sample) through the third dimension, acquire the series of images, isolate the shadow edge into a profile, reconstruct the 3-D surface, and make measurements on the profile and surface reconstructions.
The linear stage is controlled by downloading control codes along a standard serial port.
Velocity, acceleration, home and limit locations are preprogrammed. The device is first set to the home location. Then an instruction is sent to move to the next position. The device status is queried, and when the Each image is processed in turn to isolate the shadow edge profile ( Figure 6 ). A binary threshold simply scans the image and sets each pixel to white if the pixel's original value is above a previously set threshold level and is set to black otherwise. The second stage is to apply Canny's Edge Detection Algorithm to the resulting image to highlight the regions that change from black to white. Finally, a depth-first-graph-search algorithm is used to discover the shadow's edge. These points, which make up an edge profile, will later be used to calculate roughness statistics and create a digital terrain model of the original sample. Figure 7 shows a series of profiles created form a single sample. 
Testing samples
Various different types of samples were used for the purpose of developing and testing this system. In each case matching pairs of samples were used. Rods and bars of various sizes composed of high carbon and mild steel, aluminium, brass, and copper were loaded and failed in tension to create matching surfaces. Blasted samples were created by using steel plates either shattered with point charges or ripped apart using shaped charges. Finally, manufactured surfaces were created by machining one surface and creating a plaster of Paris matching surface.
2-D (linear profile) analysis
Linear profile analysis was used for the first level of investigation. This analysis consists of calculating the roughness of each of the series of profiles derived from each sample. Roughness measures, defined elsewhere [1] , consist of amplitude measurements such as peak to valley height, levelling depth, root mean and square deviation from centreline, centre line average and others. Slope measures consisted of root mean square of the first derivative, roughness profile index, fractal dimension, and others [1] .
Using the multiple profiles of each surface as replicates allows the statistical techniques such as Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) to test whether or not there is a significant difference in the roughness's of two surfaces, i.e. whether the surfaces statistically match or not. Figure 8 and Table 1 shows the results of tests trying to match surfaces using ANOVA testing on surface roughness of aluminium rods failed in tension. In these tests two pairs of surfaces were tested. Each pair of surfaces (with a common fracture surface) is tested against each other, and against another surface of a sample of the same size and material. In 64 scenarios the correct conclusion was obtained in 62 cases.
3-D profile correlation
To align two surfaces (based on topography and features) a surface matching program was created ( Figure 9) with an interface to manually align them. Tools were developed to determine the correlation between two surfaces.
Figure 8:
Sample G2 matching surfaces, as an example of the samples used in Table 1 (surfaces created in aluminium using static tensile force). Summary of ANOVA testing of 5 control samples pairs (G2 is a sample number and G2 X and G2 Y) indicate opposite sides of the same fracture surface. "Match" indicates that the surfaces have been found to be statistically similar in roughness parameters Ia (average inclination angle), Rp (roughness profile index), Z2 (root mean square of the first derivative), RMS (root mean square), and Rmax (maximum amplitude). A check mark indicates that surfaces were correctly matched or not matched.
Sample pair
Ia identified is controlled by Gaussian pre-filtering of the image. Figure 10 shows matched opposing opposite surfaces with local minima and maxima flagged.
Within a surface, ridges are areas where the slope drastically changes (downwards to upwards, for example). In image processing, edge detectors are used to segment an image by identifying areas where the difference between pixels is abnormally high. Therefore, using an edge detector to identify ridges in the surface was a natural choice. Specifically, Canny's Edge Detection Algorithm was successfully used to identify ridges in the surface. This is also shown in Figure 10 .
Feature correlation is accomplished by analyzing the number of corresponding features between surfaces. Features for each surface are projected onto a single plane, and the features from one surface are matched to the closest feature from the other. The mean and standard deviations of the distances between features is reported, a small mean and standard deviation will correspond to closely matching surfaces. The F-Statistic is calculated by assuming one surface is an approximation of the other. Points are randomly selected from the surfaces and are them to calculate the mean-squared error and regression, which are then used to calculate the F-statistic for the model. This statistic can be used to determine the probability of observing two surfaces that match this closely by looking up the corresponding value from an F distribution with 20 numerator degrees of freedom and one denominator degrees of freedom.
Summary and conclusions
The methods described in this paper give forensic investigators a novel and unique tool to reconstruct fractured objects by determining if two fractured surfaces are identical mirror images. Shadow profilometry can accurately characterize surfaces 3-D using relatively inexpensive equipment.
Linear profiles can be used by measuring surface roughness. Multiple profiles can be used as replicates, allowing statistical testing to determine if the roughness of the two surfaces in question is the same.
A three dimensional surface, modelled as a wireframe, can be further used to determine the compatibility of two surface maps. Two scanned surfaces can be both compared visually, and surface matching statistics can be generated, while rotating the wireframes to optimize alignment of features.
